Integrated risk intelligence to understand potential impacts to your domains security, safety, economy, or environment.

Identifying and evaluating maritime risk is a challenging business for national security agencies. In today’s ever changing global landscape understanding risk implications of international events, security threats and factors affecting operations and supply chains is critical.

The suite provides customers with the tools and intelligence needed to identify, evaluate, monitor and analyze potential risk.

- Receive alerts when ships arrive / depart your custom zones
- Quickly assess potential risk of ships with the security screening views
- Uncover seven levels of ownership structure identifying company involvement
- Identify if ships are on OFAC or OFAC Non-SDN Lists, and owners on OFAC List
- View port calling risk intelligence & Port State Control events
- Identify casualty, piracy & pollution incidents

Total vessels calling at sanctioned countries
22 April to 20 October

Learn more at ihs.com/marine-risk-management